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Silver approached $17.50 as the gold/silver ratio returned above 100 on fears over the coronavirus pandemic. Industrial demand is a very important element of total silver demand, so it is not surprising to see silver react to concerns over a partial lockdown to contain the pandemic. At the same time, gold continues to benefit from the current market environment. Concerns about
the coronavirus pandemic and unlimited money printing are a source of growing demand for gold, which has settled normally beyond the main resistance level at $1750 and continues its upward movement. Meanwhile, the gold/silver ratio outperformed the 20 EMA at 99.35 and rebounded towards 101. The next resistance level of the gold/silver ratio is 101.80, located at 50 EMA.
This is a very important level because any movement above this level will open the way to the next significant resistance at silver bearish 108. Today, the U.S. dollar is also contributing to pressure on silver as the U.S. dollar index rebounds and nears the 97 level. The upward trend in gold is important, so the big question is whether the gold/silver ratio will fall below 100. The
continued upting of the gold/silver ratio is bearish for silver, and silver can benefit from higher gold prices if it falls below the 100 level. Technical Analysis Silver decreased to $17.50, but received material support at this level. This level of support has already been tested many times and proved its strength, so silver is likely to need additional catalysts to fall below $17.50. The 50
EMA is currently at $16.90, and the move below 50 EMA marks the end of the current uptrend trend. Conversely, a new resistance level was formed around $18.00. Any move above this level will set the way for the next resistance level test with the highs seen in early June at $18.50.Watch all of today's economic events and check out our economic calendar. This article originally
appeared on FX Empire More on FXEMPIRE: The $730 million Powerball winner, wise to how to allocate your money. Investors' business daily chip manufacturing giant Intel beat Wall Street sales and revenue targets for the fourth quarter late Thursday. Earnings news released shortly before the market close left Intel shares higher. Mum reveals how after her online trading
platform she earns £1000 every day working from home valued at £10 million! David Einhorn, hedge fund manager and notorious value investor at Greenlight Capital, has just published an annual letter to investors in which Einhorn revealed a record quarter to cap a difficult 2020.It made a profit of 25% in the fourth quarter. Despite the disastrous Tesla short position, Einhorn was
able to save the fund's overall 5.2% profit this year. According to Bloomberg, Greenlight's letter disclosed several new long positions heading into 2021, including Fubo Television Inc. (NYSE: FUBO), DannyMar Scientific Inc. (NYSE: DNMR) and Neubase Therapeutics Inc. (NYSE: NBSE). All three stocks were trading more than 10 percent higher on Thursday. Einhorn said Tesla's
short position is the green light's biggest loser in 2020. He reportedly adjusted positions before Tesla was included in the S&amp;P 500, but Q3 13F Roundup: How Buffett, Einhorn, Ackman and others adjusted their portfolios Einhorn's recent struggles: The green light has been well below the S&amp;P 500 in recent years as growth stocks have soared and stock prices have
lagged. Greenlight reported a net profit of 14% in 2019 following a net loss of 38% in 2018, the worst year since the fund's creation in 1996. But he had attracted a lot of criticism in recent years for his sustained short position at Tesla and his heated public communications with Tesla CEO Elon Musk. TSLA cars are not a fad. If so, TSLA will sell more than that. The epidemic owns
TSLA shares, Einhorn said in the letter. As of the end of the third quarter, Greenlight's three largest long positions were Green Brick Partners Inc. (NYSE: GRBK), Bright House Financial Inc. (NASDAQ: BHF) and Atlas Air Worldwide Holdings Inc. (NASDAQ: AOWW). Benzinga's take: Economist John Maynard Keynes famously said that the market can remain more irrational than
it can stay in the solvent, and Einhorn's performance in recent years highlights how much toll a single short position can take on an entire portfolio when the stock in question is caught in a potential market bubble. Short positions can result in unlimited theoretical losses, while standard long positions are limited to a negative surface of only 100%. Image credit: PokerListings,
YouTube See more from Benzinga * Click here for option deals from Benzinga * Why this Enphas phase energy analyst is bullish following the Tesla-led sell-off * Here's how Americans are spending stimulus payments on Benzinga .com. Benzinga does not offer investment advice. All rights are reserved. Financial experts and radio hosts say these money blunders can be
expensive. We have all heard that early death catches worms. Now, how about early investors catching the glory? With the Biden administration likely to pour trillions of dollars into green energy infrastructure in the coming years, renewable stocks should outperform the market Q: Is it true that distributions are not taxed when Roth IRA heirs receive funding? It is unusual for taxes
from the IRA to be paid on RMD. the only part ofThe IRA that may be subject to taxes is revenue. Now that power has changed in the White House, we can expect these names and themes to benefit. Racchiudastos Puoritti Korkoton Lynan Hakeminen Voi Ola Cannattavapaa Quinn Koskarn Ayemin. The leader of the Edurisse Hinna Ovat Voymassa Vuoden D'Apuun Asti
parliament is planning to get a right to work with it. How soon can you get your hands on cash? The investment management team's new quarterly dividend of $3.63 to $4.13 per share will be paid to record shareholders on March 23. The stock was down 0.1 percent in afternoon trading. According to FactSet, at current prices, the new annual dividend rate means a dividend yield
of 2.23%, compared with a dividend yield of 1.95% for the SPDR Financial Select Sector ETF and 1.48% for the implied yield on the S&amp;P 500. BlackRock's shares have risen 16.7% in the past three months, financial ETFs have risen 24.1% and the S&amp;P 500 has risen 12.1%. A few months ago, at CNBC's Transform conference, IBM Chief Executive Ervind Krishna
painted a picture of a company in the midst of transformation. Meanwhile, cognitive applications that find AI revenue were flat. If Krishna was looking for a silver lining, he may be able to take solace in the fact that Red Hat itself performed well and revenue rose 18% compared to the same period last year. China is one of the most polluting countries in the world, a reality dating
back to when this power emerged as a developing country. Other auto stocks take part in an impressive rally in Tesla's stock. Here's why. Well, it's official. Joe Biden is now president and will be supported by Democratic majorities in both congresses, at least in the short term. Wall Street is taking steps from the new administration and, in its first move, sees a boost to fiscal
stimulus that is likely to trouble consumer spending, boost corporate profits and provide general economic support in the first half of 2021. Covering the goldman Sachs situation is investment strategist David Costin, who is bullish on the near-term outlook for fiscal stimulus. In light of that, Costin has set its Goldman forecast for this year at 6.4 percent GDP growth. He will continue
to grow high next year, with a forecast of 4% for 2022. These outlook figures are up from the previously released 5.9% and 3.7%. Through this, Costin sees the S&amp;P 500 reaching 4,300 by the end of the year, a profit of 12% from current levels. Elections have consequences. The democratic dominance of the Washington, D.C after January 20 will result in greater fiscal
spending, faster GDP growth, more inflation and higher interest rates than previously assumed, Costin noted. With the market looking up, investors are looking for stocks ready for profit. Penny stocks, stocks under $5 per share, are a natural place to look for potential winners. their low price means thatA small incremental gain is converted to a large percentage. But before jumping
into investing in penny stocks, Wall Street pros are better off looking at the bigger picture and considering other factors beyond just the price tag. With some names that fall into this category, you can really get what you pay for, offering little long-term growth prospects thanks to weak fundamentals, recent headwinds, and even big unpaid she accounts. Taking risks into account, we
used TipRanks' database to figure out convincing penny stocks with bargain price tags. The platform has led us towards two tickers sporting a stock price under $5 and a strong buy consensus rating from the analyst community. It's on the table, not to mention the potential for a substantial upside. AzurRx Biopharma (AZRX) We start with AzurRx, a company that specializes in
gastrointestinal diseases. The company is focused on creating non-systemic, targeted recombining therapies for GI diseases. AzurRx has a pipeline of three drug candidates at several levels of the development process. Leading pipeline candidate MS1819 is being investigated as a treatment for exocrine pancreatic failure in patients suffering from cystic fibrosis. MS1819 is a
recombined lipase derived from a yeast strain. The drug is designed to target fat molecules in the digestive tract, allowing patients to absorb fat broken down for nutritional value. The drug is currently in Phase 2 trials, which are expected to be completed in the first half of this year. As of January 21, the first two patients in the Phase 2b OPTION 2 extended trial were being treated,
and the Data Oversight Committee (DMC) continues to support this program. In another important development, AzurRx announced earlier this month that it would enter into a partnership with First Wave Bio to study oral and rectal preparations for niclosamide to treat immune checkpoint inhibitor-associated colitis (ICI-AC) and COVID-19-related gastrointestinal infections. The
estimated market for niclosamide as a treatment for COVID-related GI problems exceeds $450 million. Based on multiple potentially significant clinical catalysts and their $0.98 share price, several members of the Street believe now is the right time to pull the trigger. Jonathan Ashoff of Ross Capital is bullish on AzurRx, based on long-term projections based on ms1819's chances
of success. We are based AZRX's assessment on predicting future U.S. sales from MS1819 for the treatment of EPI by CF and CP, using an initial annual price of approximately $18,000, which is a price consistent with the PERT currently available. Ms1819, which will be marketed in the U.S. in 2023, is expected to gross $272 million in 2030. The former U.S. commercial success
of MS1819, or from the early-stage β-lactamase program, will be upwards in our assessment, Aschoff noted. Analysts are also looking forward to the first clinical resultsIn COVID-19 GI infections and ICI-AC, potentially, niclosamide was approved by the FDA in 1982 to treat intestinal sylothes infections and is on the World Health Organization's list of essential medicines. Given
that millions of patients are taking the drug, the safety profile is largely established, thereby reducing the developmental risk. Given all of the above, Aschoff rates AZRX as a buy and his $7 price target suggests an empty 608% upsing over the year 2010. (Click here to see Ashoff's performance) Overall, the analyst consensus on AZRX shares is a strong buy. The stock has 4
recent reviews, including 3 purchases and a single hold. In addition, the average price target of $4 provides an uptung potential to 304%. (See Chip Rank's AZRX Stock Analysis) ProQR (PRQR) ProQR is a biotechnology company focused on the treatment of congenital progressive indingness. Specifically, we are working on a drug that reverses a group of genetic vision disorders
called hereditary atathosis. These diseases currently do not have an effective treatment. The company has a research pipeline of five drug candidates at various stages of the research process. The two farthest are QR-110 (Sepofarsen) and QR-421. Of these two, QR-110 is currently under phase 2/3 research. The candidate is an RNA therapy designed to correct the most
common CEP290 gene mutation that causes Laver congenital amaulosis 10 (LCA10). It is a serious genetic disorder that affects as many as three in 100,000 children. QR-421 is another RNA therapy, which focused on exon-13 mutations in the USH2A gene. These mutations cause redness due to retinitis pigment degeneration and / or Usher syndrome. QR-421 is a Phase 1/2
study aimed at restoring lost vision or preventing loss in the first place. Covering JMP's shares, analyst Jonathan Woleben points to Sepofarsen as a key element of his bullish thesis. We continue to feel good about sepophalcen's chances of success in ileminate for multiple reasons: 1) Phase 1/2 confirmed the target registered dose and dosing interval (6 months). 2) Patients had
clinically significant and durable BCVA improvements after 12 months – critical primary endpoints; 3) supportive secondary efficacy measures (FST, mobility); 4) similar responses seen in the second treatment eye; 5) long-term safety confirms positive risks/benefits. 6) The patient population was illuminated and concentrated based on phase 1/2 results (&gt;/= baseline vision of
hand movements). We will allocate 60% POS to Sepofarsen and assign model LCA10 as an opportunity of ~$300M to PRQR during peak penetration, says Wolleben. In line with his strong outlook, Walleben has put a $20 price target on the stock, meaning a one-year upside of 384% along with an out-of-form (i.e. buy) valuation. (Click here to see Woleben's track record) Overall,
PRQR, based on three positive stock reviews, will get a unanimous strong buy rating from analyst consensus. The stock is currently trading at $4.13, averaging $20.67The target is somey more bullish than Woleben, suggesting a 400 per cent upside over the next 12 months. To find a good idea for trading penny stocks with attractive valuations (see PRQR stock analysis at Chip
Rank), visit TipRanks' Best Stock to Buy, a newly launched tool that connects all of TipRanks' stock insights. Disclaimer: The opinions in this article are even available to featured analysts. The content is for informational purposes only. According to an interview with a Reuters executive, it is very important that U.S. President Joe Biden do his own analysis before banning new oil
and gas drilling on federal lands. But small independent oil drillers without the resources of large corporations were more concerned about Biden's vow to tighten regulations and stop issuing new permits on federal lands as part of a plan to address climate change and bring the economy to net zero emissions by 2050. Federal lands are a source of about 10 percent of the U.S. oil
and gas supply. Language expert secrets: How to start learning a language in just 15 minutes a day The tax you pay on your 401 (k) distribution at retirement varies greatly depending on whether your funds are traditional 401 (k) or Roth 401 (k). Investor business DailyIntuitive Surgical on Thursday reported another tepid quarter for the growth of the procedure using Da Vinci's
robotic surgery system - tipping ISRG shares. Analysts at investor business daily Wall Street are pounding the tables on Apple shares ahead of the company's December earnings report next week. Apple shares are nearing new buying points, chart analysis shows. Quantum A.I. is expected to help change lives as we know it. (Bloomberg) -- International Business Machines Corp.
will take more time to report quarterly sales that missed analysts' estimates and announce a turnaround plan for Chief Executive Ervind Krishna. Sales fell 6.5 percent to $20.4 billion in the three months ended December 31, New York-based Armong Said in a statement Thursday. That's below the $20.75 billion analysts had averaged forecast, and the 10th consecutive quarter of
year-over-year growth. Stock prices fell in extended trading. Last October, Krishna announced that it would split IBM's managed infrastructure services unit into another publicly traded company. Today, a member of IBM's Global Technology Services division is responsible for day-to-day infrastructure service operations, including managing client data centers and traditional
information technology support for equipment installation, repair, and operations. The unit accounts for about a quarter of IBM's revenue and staff, but business shrank as customers accepted the move to the cloud, with many clients delaying infrastructure upgrades during that time.The spin-off is expected to be completed by the end of 2021. Fourth-quarter revenue declined
across IBM's business unit. Revenue from IBM's largest unit, Cloud and Cognitive Software, fell 4.5% year-over-year. This follows a 7% profit on that unit in the third quarter. Total cloud revenue rose 10% to $7.5 billion. This was still IBM's most revenue from the cloud, but at a slower pace than the 19 percent increase in the previous quarter. For Global Technology Services, sales
fell 5.5% and global business services sales fell 2.6%. Sales of systems, including hardware and operating system software, decreased by 18%. Krishna said the company's actions to focus on cloud and artificial intelligence take hold and that it is confident that we can achieve revenue growth in 2021. The company has not issued a specific financial forecast since it withdrew its
annual forecast for 2020 in April. Stock prices have fallen about 5% in the last 12 months, said Daniel Ellman, an analyst at Nucleus Research.IBM, more or less by providing a hybrid model of storing and processing data across on-premises infrastructure, private cloud services and servers operated by public providers as they try to restructure their business. Amazon.com to
distinguish it from its big cloud rivals. Krishna was the driving force behind IBM's $34 billion acquisition of open source software provider Red Hat in 2018, the first step toward moving IBM to what it sees as a $1 trillion hybrid cloud market, and is now leading much of the company's growth. Red Hat's revenue rose 19 percent to $1.3 billion in the fourth quarter. IBM continues to
make acquisitions to strengthen its cloud credentials. The company has made seven cloud and AI-focused acquisitions since October, Chief Financial Officer James Kabanau said in a statement that included Taos Mountain LLC, which help companies shift software and data online, and Instana, which manages cloud applications. Excluding some costs, fourth-quarter earnings
were $2.07 per share, above the average analyst estimate of $1.79. Gross margin was 52.5 percent, 1.3 percentage points above analysts' expectations. (An earlier version of this story corrected the spelling of the CEO's name in the first paragraph.) For more articles like this, visit us now at bloomberg.comSubscribe to see the most reliable business news source .©2021
Bloomberg L.P.Intel Corp.'s stock price ended higher in the final minutes of thursday trading after the chipmaker unexpectedly reported quarterly results before the close of the trading session. Shares retreated in extended trading as the company worked on a long-distance plan. IBM plans full-year 2021 adjusted cash flow of $11 billion to $12 billion, up from $10.8 billion in 2020
and $11 billion to $12 billion.Between $12 billion and $13 billion in 2022. 2022.
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